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Raspberry Pi hackers club 

High Altitude Balloon (HAB) field test #3 report. 
 

The fifth of December 2020 dawned to a cloudy day with a strong northerly forecast that would prove to 

be both a boon and a bane for our testing today. At around midday we met at the Doug Grant reserve in 

Altona. The crew for the day were Trevor, Trystan, Harsh, Rohan, Greg, Andrew, Rocky and newcomer 

Shan.  

 

 

The crew (l to r) – Harsh, Greg, Trystan, Rocky, Rohan, Andrew and Shan. Trevor is behind the camera. 

 

The goals for the day were: 

• Use a drone to lift the package to 120m. If the wind was too strong for the drone (>20 kph) then 

the contingency was to use one of the three new kites. 

• Test out sensor setup consisting of battery voltage, light, temperature, pressure, humidity and 

acceleration.  

• Confirm the FlexTRAK LoRA + GPS board was working and try to recover the LoRA data from the 

phone setup which is the contingency for loss of the package in an untethered flight. 
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The sensor array on the outside captured Temperature and other observations.  

The package inside the esky is a weight to stop it blowing away. 

 

The kit that we had was similar to last time with the addition of a set of sensors connected to a Feather 

board with a SD card reader. In addition, we have the foam ‘esky’ as our package. The foam has benefits 

of being very lightweight, insulates the electronics from low temperatures and provides some 

cushioning for the contents on landing. This time we used the  AA Energizer Ultimate batteries instead 

of LiPo batteries for the FlexTRAK/Pi Zero. The sensors were on  separate power source being a small 

LiPo battery.  
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LiPo battery for the sensor array. 

Like last time the FlexTRAK board us GPS data, the Pi zero gave us camera pictures. The LoRA was 

connected to a phone where we had an antenna and app for tracking the output. The camera was set to 

fire every 15 seconds. 

The wind was clearly too strong for the drone and so, in the first setback of the day, the drone lift was 

scrubbed. 

 

The team split into two groups. The first, consisting of Rohan, Shan, Trystan, Greg and Trevor started 

testing the kites. Even with the strong wind Greg’s box kite could not get the initial lift to get into the air.   
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Several unsuccessful launch attempts resulted in the box kite being scrubbed. 

The team reverted to a parasail style kite that had been purchased. This generated strong lift in the 

windy conditions. However, the control mechanism for this style of kite is two strings to keep the sail 

inflated. Attempts to bring the strings together to one so that we could attach the package and still 

control the sail was unsuccessful. 

 

The parasail flew strongly and nearly pulled Rohan off his feet! 
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Furthermore, the high winds were putting a lot of stress on the kite and one of the control lines broke 

making the sail even harder to control. With no clear way to lift and protect the package, the decision 

was made to retire the second kite. 

 

The parasail control line broke and Trevor starts preparing kite #3. 

Meanwhile, Andrew and Harsh continued to work on the package attaching the sensor array to the 

inside and outside of the foam container with cloth tape. A quick power up and test of the sensor array 

and then subsequent inspection of the data on the SD card showed it was working.  
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Harsh checking the sensor data with a new friend. One side effect of testing in a dog park! 

It did not go as smoothly with the FlexTRAK. While powered up from a powerbank, so we would not 

deplete the batteries, connecting to the HAB app on Trevor’s phone was problematical as we did not 

have the exact LoRA frequency to attach to the FlexTRAK. Trystan had bought his laptop and we could 

ssh into the Pi and determine the exact frequency (for the record it is 915.335). Once this was done 

along with confirming that the camera was firing we were ready to go. 

 

The final package. Sensor rig taped to the left hand side then feeding and SD card writer. The flexTRAK, pi zero and pi camera is at the front. The 

battery for the flexTRAK is just visible to the right. 
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Meanwhile the last kite was assembled and showed that it would hold up under the strong wind 

conditions. The string used to the fly the kite consisted to two parts – the first part came with the kite 

with a green handle. This was only about 20 metres long and an additional length of string was attached 

which gave us about a 70m maximum distance. 

 

The final kite aloft. 

Disaster struck with the last kite. With it out at the far end of the string, the connection between the 

two strings types failed leaving the kite untethered. The team scrambled to chase the kite down as the 

wind blew it towards Port Phillip Bay. If it was lost the remainder of the testing would be scrubbed.  
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Trystan sprints after the runaway kite. 

Luckily it came down within the confines of the park and inspection showed it was undamaged.  

With rain threatening we hurried to complete the package, filling the esky with foam and taping the 

batteries, FlexTRAK and camera down. Then copious amounts of tape around the edges and the cord 

handle to reduce the risk of it breaking in flight. The package was attached to the kite string and we 

were ready for launch.  

 

Trevor, Shan and Rohan attaching the final package. 
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The first attempt grounded shortly after take-off, but the second attempt worked with the package 

sailing into the air around 1:49pm! 

 

Liftoff! 

 

During flight we managed to get a maximum elevation of about 60m. The package was being thrown 

wildly about in the high winds. The camera was orientated towards the flight controllers and there are 

photos of Port Phillip bay which would suggest that package had rotated a full 180° during the buffeting. 
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A sample of in-flight photos. Note: bottom two have been rotated 90°. 

 

After approximately 10 minutes of flight time, the package was returned to earth. In an improved and 

controlled approach to bringing the package down, it was captured before it hit the ground.  

 

 

A more controlled retrieval of the package than last time. 
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LED on the outside sensors indicated that they still had power as did the FlexTRAK upon opening the 

package. Some of the components had moved about during the flight, though all the taped down 

components remained in place. No components appeared to be damaged despite the buffeting the 

package took which was an improvement on last time.  

 

 

Everything remained attached post-flight. 

The team adjourned to Trevor’s house for a debrief and just in time as the first drops of rain started 

hitting the convoy. 

Data from the FlexTRAK and sensor array was retrieved. Again, we did not get very high though there is 

a clear time when we were in flight which is a good sign. 
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Altitude data from the FlexTRAK. 

 

The sensor data showed did not show a lot of variation which was expected as there was not much 

change from ground level. The only one that does show some variation that may coincide with flight 

time is the pressure indicator which Mark Jessop has confirmed would likely have registered some 

difference. 

 

 

Sensor charts. The drop in pressure may indicate flight time. 
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The sensor battery showed that it was running off slowly but as we had no timestamp, we cannot see 

the rate at which it is running off at. 

 

Despite a few setbacks, we achieved most of our goals for the day in that we had a successful flight, we 

again confirmed the FlexTRAK worked, the sensor array functioned throughout the entire test and we 

retrieved data from the sensor array and vision from the FlexTRAK/Pi set up.  

 

Some things that did not go quite to plan:  

• The sensor data had no timestamp and so there is no way to sync the sensor, pi camera photos  

and FlexTRAK data sets. 

• We did not manage to recover the LoRA data from the phone for the second time. At this time 

we are reliant on the package being recoverable. This is a showstopper to a final launch. 

• Some equipment was overlooked, such as a scale to weight the package. 

Overall, it was a successful test, in challenging conditions. We are going to move on to the next phase 

which we will be undertaking in the early part of January with the following goals:  

• Dry ice test on package to check the equipment can operate at low temperatures. 

• Undertake a LoRA Fox hunt to ensure we can find the package with no visible sight. 

• Complete tethered balloon and ground station tracking test. 

Other activities to undertaken in preparation for this milestone: 

• Integrate timestamp across all sensors/pi/FlexTRAK/RAK. 

• Attempt to run off one power source to reduce weight. 

• Calculate aerial length and fabricate. 

• Complete package design. 

• Build laptop and phone base stations. 
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• Fit out a chase car with ground station. 

• Procure helium and helium cylinders. 

• Procure balloon and parachute rig. 

Other activities we are going to undertake in preparation for later milestones. 

• Experiment and learn HAB Prediction web site. 

• Investigate ATC/CASA approvals / constraints. 

• Attempt a retrieval of a BOM radiosonde so we can start refining our chase and retrieve skills. 

 

 

Rocky taking a well-earned rest after the excitement… 

Next test will be early January once we have all recovered from Xmas. 

 


